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Call me ...
“Prof Gleich”
“Dr. Gleich”

Please not
“Hey matrix guy!”
Class in 2021

Synchronous & online!
• Tuesday & Thursday 10:30-11:45
• Same zoom link everytime.

Tool zoo
• Emails – iTap mailing list
• Classes – zoom!
• Class webpage – more in a bit!
• Purdue – Brightspace – we will use this sparingly.
• Homework – Gradescope
• Class discussion – Piazza
I’m sorry 😞

We’re asking you to make a financial contribution if Piazza has delivered value to you this term (Why am I seeing this?)

You are seeing this prompt because your school has not purchased a Piazza enterprise license (administrators, click here to obtain a license). Contributions from users like yourself allow us to continue offering an unpaid version of Piazza. If Piazza has delivered value to you, take a minute to make a financial contribution. This prompt goes away for the remainder of the term after you’ve made a contribution. If you are one of our contributors, we thank you.

$8  $20  Custom

Payment Terms: By clicking to contribute, you authorize Piazza to charge your payment method and agree that your use of and access to the Piazza Service will be governed by these Payment Terms, in addition to Piazza’s Terms of Service. In the event of a conflict between these Payment Terms and the Terms of Service, these Payment Terms shall govern.

I’m looking into paying for the term but no promises ($380)
Class in 2021

I want to work towards a ‘flipped’ classroom.

• Post video lectures.
• ~20-30 mins one week will be *strongly recommended* for class logistics
• Other times will be for questions, feedback, supplements, etc.